THE GARFIELD THOMAS COMMEMORATIVE LECTURE THE METABOLISM OF INDIVIDUAL PLASMA PROTEINS JOHN R. SQUIRE (DEPARTMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL PATHOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM)
This Association has done me the great honour of asking me to give this Memorial Lecture in memory of Garfield Thomas, our Clinical Biochemist in the Queen Elizabeth Hospital and an Honorary Lecturer in Clinical Biochemistry in the University of Birmingham. It gives me great pleasure in a number of ways. I looked on Garfield Thomas as an old friend and had known him for more than twelve years. I recognised him as a real scholar, always keen on the clinical applications of biochemistry. He was extraordinarily well read and was frequently the first man to suggest the acquisition by our Medical School Library of some book or journal which would be of value to the students or staff. Like all his friends I had occasional arguments with him on some academic point but in retrospect he was right more often than not. The subject of this lecture was chosen in part because of the interest of my own department in the field, in part because I felt that it coincided sufficiently with one of Garfield Thomas's major interests to be fitting for this occasion.
Plasma protein metabolism has attracted much attention partly because it provides an opportunity for coming to grips with facts which exemplify .. the dynamic state of body constituents," partly because there are so often derangements which accompany disease syndromes or even specific diseases. This field of study in fact is one which interests the physiologist, the biochemist, the pathologist and others, and one to which their separate findings have all contributed. It remains fair to say that the subject is still most imperfectly understood. In this attempt to draw attention to some gains in our knowledge as well as to a number of difficulties in making further progress, emphasis will be laid on individual proteins. It seems increasingly clear that each plasma protein differs considerably in its behaviour in the body, subserving one or more functions which are essentially distinct from any other plasma protein species, while at the same time, the chemical differences between the molecules of each .. species " become more apparent with every advance in technique.
Laboratory methods
These technical advances fall into two classes -the first physico-chemical, the other immunological. From the classical separation procedures which separated whole classes of proteins-albumin and globulin by .. salting out," partial resolution of globulins by electrophoresis or ultracentrifugation-we have moved on to preparative methods based on solvent fractionation with pH adjustment in the cold developed by the Cohn school at Harvard (Pennell, 1960) and later also by Kekwick and his colleagues at the Lister Institute (Kekwick and Mackay, 1954) ; other contributions have come from zone electrophoresis on solid media such as starch and chromatography on columns containing charged derivatives of cellulose. To obtain an individual protein in a state approaching purity, it is usually still necessary serially to use a combination of two or more of these methods, often in association with some specific reaction (cf. the separation of betalipoprotein by co-precipitation with dextran sulphate of suitable molecular weight, and by flotation on saline of graded density in the ultracentrifuge).
The increasing power of physico-chemical techniques for protein separation is now a familiar topic. Some chemists, at least, have not realised how much more effectively these preparative and analytical techniques can be applied when immunological appraisal is also used. In this context it is timely to stress the value of methods based on diffusion of an antibody and the plasma protein antigen in opposite directions each toward the other in a transparent gel. If, for preparation of antibodies, an animal such as the rabbit is suitably injected with unfractionated human serum or protein, naturally a large number of different antibodies are produced. The specificity in terms of antigen/antibody reaction and the optimal-proportion combination in the reaction has been known at least since the late 1920's. Nevertheless, few of us can have been unmoved by wonder when we saw these properties fully displayed by immuno-electrophoresis, as devised by Grabar and Williams (1953) some eight years ago, and the display of up to 20 distinct arcs of precipitate, each corresponding to an individual plasma protein present in substantial concentration. The individuality of some of these proteins had previously, of course, been evident from some specific property, like colour, enzymic activity, or ability to combine with a particular compound like haemoglobin. But the multiplicity of, say, the alpha-globulins had never previously been so explicitly demonstrated. But as well as being so specific, these immunological reactions can be used for quantitative determination, though in this application some other arrangement such as that devised by Gell (1957) is required rather than the semiquantitative immuno-electrophoretic method. Specific antisera are also needed and these can be obtained, partly by injecting the rabbit (or other animal) with purified antigens, partly by absorption with materials specifically lacking in some protein (e.g., sera from patients with particular deficiencies). Sometimes, also, caprice on the part of the antibodyforming animal can be turned to advantage, as when challenged by a mixed antigen, it may only produce one or two antibodies. In Birmingham, we aim to have monospecific antisera to at least 20 human plasma proteins ; after five years of work my colleagues are about half-way to this goal. In regular usage for clinical purposes, Dr. J. F. Soothill in work to be published has demonstrated that a coefficient of variation of about 15 per cent is attainable for the gel-diffusion method of estimation, and that this accuracy is maintained down to very low concentrations, in some instances (e.g. gamma-globulin) down to less than 1/1000 of the normal plasma concentration.
Applications to metabolic problems The pathologist is happy in knowing that his findings can often help the sick individual. At the same time, he is justified in regarding a number of disease-states as" experiments of nature "-a term applied by R. A. Good (1956) to agammaglobulinaemia (now often known as .. hypogammaglobulinaemia" in this country). This condition in young males at least is often an inborn metabolic error, and a number of other conditions are now known to arise in this way. Examples include analbuminaemia, Wilson's disease, deficiencies of fibrinogen and other proteins concerned in the clotting processes. Since this list has grown during the last decade, it was possible to predict further discoveries and at this meeting, it is fair to refer to a-beta-lipoproteinaemia discovered last year in our own Children's Hospital (Salt et al., 1960) . In passing it may be noted that the protein deficiency in this group of disorders tends to arise before many of the clinical manifestations allowing for the possibility of prophylactic replacement therapy given sufficiently early diagnosis.
.. Acquired" disorders of plasma protein metabolism are of course far commoner than the congenital group. Particularly striking examples are seen with advanced liver cirrhosis, the nephrotic syndrome or idiopathic hypoproteinaemia, now usually attributable to protein-losing enteropathy. If these are .. natural experiments" also, they are less precise in that a number of proteins, rather than one or only a few, are affected. On the other hand, these are chronic conditions, and it is often justifiable to regard these patients as being in a .. steady state" over periods of weeks or months. Their particular steady state differs, of course, from the normal, but when attributable either to deficient protein production or to constant abnormal losses it may be studied as contributing information bearing on the -laws governing each individual plasma protein's metabolism.
Two kinds of quantitative assessment can be usefully made in such conditions. The first refers to the establishment of some new steady state by regular administration of a deficient protein. This situation is well exemplified when weekly intramuscular doses of gamma globulin are given for prophylactic purposes in the treatment of hypogammaglobulinaemia. To take a concrete example, suppose that before treatment a child has a steady concentration of only 50 mg. gamma-globulin per 100 ml. as against an expected normal of, say, 900 mg./100 ml, Now after some months at a dosage of 0.025 g./kg. body weight/week, the concentration is once more steady at 200 mg./ 100 ml. while after a further period of months at twice this dosage, the concentration is found to average 350 mg./100 ml. Under these circumstances, one may calculate (and criticise the calculations subsequently perhaps) that :-0.025 g./kg./week or 3.5 mg.jkg.jday raising plasma concentration by (200-50) = 150 mg./IOO ml. and 0.05 g./kg./week or 7 mg.rkg.jday raising plasma concentration by (350-50) = 300 mg./IOO ml.
It may be justifiable to deduce that a normal plasma concentration (900 mg.flOO ml.) would require the daily production of about 900 900 300 x 7 = 21 mg.jkg.jday (or 150 X 3.5 = 21 mg.jkg.jday) which could represent about 5 per cent of the total gamma globulin normally circulating in the blood stream. Normally, of course, production and consumption are in equilibrium, and we may take satisfaction in knowing that this figure of 5 per cent approximates closely to the normal consumption of gamma globulin in man as determined by labelling studies. These calculations, though in fact close to those observed for most patients with hypogammaglobulinaemia, are set down for illustrative purposes. One may profitably spend some time in examining the implicit assumptions. We are relying of course on the homogeneity of the purified gamma-globulin which is administered, and on its being mostly in a .. native" state likely to undergo metabolism in the normal fashion and at a normal rate. There is also the assumption that the patient's own gamma-globulin production remains constant at the original low level. Furthermore when studying a group of patients we are assuming that all are alike, none being complicated, say, by abnormal losses, e.g., of the protein-losing enteropathy type. In fact, these .. ideal" circumstances do not hold within a group of 50 or more patients with hypogammaglobulinaemia, but the divergent minority, which shows either" recovery" with increased gamma-globulin synthesis or abnormal losses, can be detected and separated from the main group.
Hypogammaglobulinaemia then is usually a low-production syndrome, while the consumption mechanisms operate normally at a rate which is directly proportional to the plasma concentration of this protein.
An alternative manner in which protein metabolism has been studied is to follow the decline in concentration of a purified protein after its administration to a grossly deficient patient. This method has been used for example in Bennhold's patients with familial analbuminaemia (Freeman et al., 1959) . Before treatment, the plasma albumin was so much reduced below the normal as only to be detectable immunologically. Following a substantial infusion of human albumin, this protein was found circulating in measurable declining amounts for more than a month, though still at much lower concentrations than in the normal person. The consumption of albumin however in this instance was less than that accepted as normal (i.e., about 10 per cent of the circulating albumin each day) on the basis of labelled-albumin studies. Furthermore, the rate of consumption tended to decline as time elapsed after the injection, that is as the concentration of serum albumin fell. Evidently this situation differs greatly from that which governs the metabolism of gamma-globulin in hypogammaglobulinaemia. While it remains possible that the essential difference lies between the two clinical conditions (analbuminaemia, hypogarnmaglobulinaemia), it seems likely -from evidence discussed below-that the laws governing the metabolism of albumin on the one hand and of gamma-globulin on the other differ in some important details.
With tests involving the use of labelled proteins, two great advantages are apparent. First, this method allows for studies in the presence of any concentration of the subject's corresponding protein-high, normal or lowin contrast to the tests so far mentioned which require a hypoproteinaemic condition; clearly, this enormously extends the range of conclusions. Second, some forms of labelling at least permit the use of very accurate and highly sensitive quantitative detection methods, e.g. scintillation counting of radioactive protein solutions. There are still, of course, some limiting requirements; the protein injected must still be in a .. native" state, and since the decline in plasma concentration must be studied for many days to extract full information, the subject, normal or abnormal, must be in some kind of steady state.
Not all labelled protein studies depend on isotopes. Human antibodies of 7S gammaglobulin type may be suitable for studying the metabolism of this protein in man (or homologous antibodies for corresponding experiments in animals). A very elegant proof of the existence of an extravascular pool of gammaglobulin was provided by animal experiments some years ago in this way (Gitlin, 1957) . Pneumococcal antibodies given intravenously to a non-immune rabbit were found in declining plasma concentrations at successive intervals; the decline was rapid at first and slower later, suggesting the gradual" filling ,. of an extravascular .. pool." At this stage. exchange transfusion produced a rapid drop in plasma concentration, succeeded however 
where A, B, m, and m z are constants (and e is the base of natural logarithms). These four constants define such a curve completely, and in graphical terms, A and B are the intercepts of the two exponential lines on the concentration axis when t = 0, while m, and m z define their slopes (the negative signs implying that the values decline with time) (Fig. 2) . We have already touched on the concepts of the extravascular "pool" or compartment and of fractional breakdown of protein in the plasma compartment; clearly, the double exponential depends on this breakdown proceeding at declining rates in proportion to the concentration of radioactive protein from the time exponentials" in form. This is illustrated graphically by plotting the concentrations of radioactive protein over a period of many days on to paper with the concentration axis printed logarithmically, the time axis a plain arithmetic scale. The first few days following injection clearly follow a curvilinear graph, but later the decline comes to be a straight line. This line prolonged backward in time diverges from the curve, but the divergence, read off in arithmetical terms, can be replotted on the same log : plain scale; it then also lies on a continuous straight line (Fig. 1) . Algebraically, if "x" is the plasma concentration at time "t" :-
by a return nearly to the previous level, confirming the idea that protein in the extravascular pool returns to the blood stream. It may even be valid to use data from tests of antibody-decline after injection to deduce gamma-globulin metabolism rates on the assumption that passively transferred antibody will behave metabolically like other forms of 7S gamma-globulin. This assumption seems in fact to be justified; careful measurements have been made of antibody contents of the gamma-globulin used for treatment in hypogammaglobulinaemia and on the sera of the recipient patients at varying periods during courses of injections; no divergence in the ratio antibody titre: total 7S gamma globulin has been found (MacCallum). Antibodies, either of 7S or 19S globulin types, are not the only recognisable natural protein labels. Already haptoglobins and siderophilins (transferrins) are known to differ from individual to individual in relation to genetic constitution. Gamma-globulins, too, are known to fall into a number of "allotypes." These recognisable differences could doubtless be used to follow the fate of one or other of these plasma proteins, much as the haematologist used" M "-type erythrocytes in " N "-type recipients to study production or destruction of red cells. Again some caution may be needed in interpretation for these genetically different proteins might be regarded as "foreign" leading to their rapid removal from the blood stream, at least after repeated injections (cf. Allison and Blumberg, 1961) .
From isotope-labelling of proteins a wealth of information has been derived. In this account, no consideration will be given to tests depending on synthesis within the patient of labelled proteins, e.g., from aminoacids containing isotopic sulphur, since there are many complications governing the dynamics of such a system. On the other hand, much accurate knowledge is accruing from studying the details of the break-down of homologous or isologous proteins labelled in vitro, e.g. with P3l. Recently Anker (1960) has expressed the view that plasma decline curves are only informative in a general way, and that their mathematical dissection should not be regarded as a profitable undertaking. While agreeing that the arguments used still skirt many pitfalls, one may present a case showing the value of the method.
Typical plasma decline curves for many proteins at least approximate to "double
(Breakdown (rom plasma). the extravascular compartment volume VE the fractional plasma breakdown rate a the fractional plasma-insterstitial fluid transfer rate f (the last factor must depend greatly at least on capillary permeability to any given protein). Algebraically, if x is the plasma concentration and y the extravascular concentration of the protein under study :-By the application of fairly simple calculus, this pair of equations can be shown to correspond with the double exponential already given (x = Ae· rn 1t + Be-mzt); another expression, in this case a difference between two exponentials instead of a sum of two, can be shown to describe the rise and fall in y, the llY..namic eguilibrium bel ween comp-arlments.
Plasma.
Extravascular pool.
Labelled albumin in rabbit (McFarlane, 1956) .
Time (hours). it is injected, while simultaneously there is transfer of this protein early in the test from plasma to extravascular sites and later when breakdown has proceeded, back from these sites into the plasma.
As this situation may seem complicated to many of us, a mechanical analogue has been an aid to thought. [Engineers would probably prefer an electrical analogue as being easier to handle, and a useful model of this type has recently been constructed (Cohen et al, 1961) ], The biochemist may be attracted by a system built up of two bottles available in his laboratory (Fig. 3) . The height of fluid in the left hand bottle (A) represents plasma concentration, which determines the rate of fluid dripping (identical with protein breakdown). The height of fluid in the second bottle (B) represents concentration in the extravascular compartment. Transfer between the compartments through the connecting tube (2) depends on differences in fluid heights. Thus the model contains four determining factors :-the cross-sectional area of bottle A o Fig. 4 -Types of curve generated from algebraic expressions corresponding to situation depicted in Fig. 3 (Case 1). Note that intravascular pool .. concentration" is greater than that in plasma compartment during later part of experiment in this analogue. The curve of the percentage of the protein remaining intact within the body is concave on the log: plain scale since metabolic breakdown is assumed to occur from the plasma. 
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supplied to the plasma as fast as it is removed, this arrangement would imply equal concentrations of protein in the two compartments. In other words, the system envisaged by Starling by which the excess of colloid osmotic pressure of proteins in the plasma counteracted the hydrostatic pressure in the small vessels could not operate. Leaving aside a reasonable reluctance to abandon a hypothesis which has given useful service for some 60 years; there are numerous experimental facts to disprove this situation. To take a single example, determinations of labelled protein concentration in ascitic fluid-one part of the extravascular compartment -of cirrhotic patients after administration of 131I-labelled albumin intravenously show a curve exactly of the type illustrated in Fig. 4 , but displaced downward to a considerable extent. At no time does the concentration of the labelled protein in the ascitic fluid rise as high as that in the plasma compartment. Yet there is no concentration of labelled protein in the extravascular compartment. Furthermore, it can be shown that the four physiological constants (Vp , VE, a and f) can be expressed each in terms of the four algebraic constants (A, B, m, and mj), It is important to realise that all four algebraic constants are involved in the calculation of any physiological constant for in superficial treatments there has been a tendency to consider say BIA +B as being proportional to extravascular compartment volume, or ID 2 alone as determining a, the fractional breakdown rate; neither of these propositions is true.
This treatment of the plasma decline curve is satisfactory for certain purposes. For example, the difference between the rates of decline of labelled albumin introduced into patients with " idiopathic hypoproteinaemia " and the corresponding values in normal subjects leads to the conclusion that of the physiological constants, a, the fractional breakdown rate is considerably elevated, while the two compartments were not grossly abnormal nor was the inter-compartmental transfer constant, f. The increased fractional breakdown rate was at first interpreted as implying exaggerated internal catabolism of protein; it is now known, however, that the extra" breakdown" consists of losses into the gastro-intestinal tract. In any given patient at a particular time, these losses appear to be proportional to the plasma concentration of labelled albumin i.e., a = (a, + a 2 ) where a l is the ordinary internal fractional breakdown rate and a 2 is the abnormal intestinal loss. Thus useful information about the pathogenesis of this condition has been obtained in quantitative terms, and successive tests may serve to demonstrate improvement after, say, surgical resection of a segment of diseased bowel.
The kind of curves generated from the double exponential expressions representing changes in labelled protein concentration in the two body compartments are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Such curves represent exactly what occurs in the two-bottle analogue. A short period of thought, however, shows that the curves cannot in fact represent precisely what occurs in the body. The concentration in the extravascular compartment, depending solely on transfers resulting from a process like diffusion, is shown to be greater throughout the latter part of the test than the concentration in the plasma compartment. In equilibrium, as in normal states, with protein being [2ynamic equilibrium between comfJartments. doubt that the labelled molecules of albumin are returned to the plasma, and if their net movement occurs from a region of low concentration to a higher, then some active process is at work. o 700 200 300 '00 500
Tim» (hours). This system now involves five physiological constants instead of four. Clearly, therefore, not all of these can be derived from the four algebraic constants involved in the plasma decline curve (A, B, m l , m s). On the other hand, if some simultaneous determinations can be made of the concentration of protein in the extravascular compartment, a further factor (x/y) is obtained. One possible approach to the problem is discussed in outline below; meanwhile the prospects of learning so much about the details of the handling of proteins by different body systems may be considered exciting enough for this detailed theoretical treatment to be justifiable.
Some criticisms of this approach may be noted. Frequently, the dynamics of plasmal extravascular compartment exchange are calculated in terms of protein masses rather than concentrations (Matthews, 1957) . This treatment is, of course, justifiable and involves similar algebraic assumptions. It has served to calculate the total amounts of proteins present in the steady state in the two compartments, but unlike the treatment in terms of concentrations used here, it does not contribute Ia) believed to represent more accurately the dynamic equilibrium between the plasma and extravascular pool compartments. The concentration in the latter (y) may be regarded as that in the interstitial fluid. The section of this .. bottle" is now represented as much larger than that of the plasma .. bottle," corresponding to its greater volume in the body. Return of fluid (i.e. of labelled protein) to the plasma compartment is now effected mainly by means of the .. lymphatic pump" which acts at a rate proportional to y.
The analogue model must, therefore, be modified by the inclusion of a pump transferring fluid from the right-hand bottle to the left (Fig. 5) . In physiological terms, the activity of lymphatics must be taken into account. Assuming that the pump (or the lymphatics) transfer molecules at a rate directly proportional to their concentration (or in terms of the analogue, to the height of fluid in the right-hand bottle), the system still behaves in the dynamic terms of the double exponential. The concentration of the extravascular protein, however, is maintained at a constant fraction of what it would have been without the intervention of the .. lymphatic pump" (Fig. 6) . In algebraic terms, the expressions become :-dx/dt
to an understanding of the mechanisms involved in metabolism or inter-compartmental transfers. Some experiments are difficult to interpret in terms of only two compartments, and indeed it may be wise to regard the concept of a single extravascular compartment as an over-simplification throughout. For albumin and for 7S gamma globulin, the plasma: extravascular mass ratios are close to unity in normal humans. This finding is of interest, and leads on to speculation about the possible role played by these large quantities of extravascular protein.
Other specific proteins do not figure so largely in the extravascular fluid. An extreme example is provided by beta-lipoprotein with a molecular weight in excess of 10
•
The decay of plasma concentration when this protein is transfused to a child with a-beta-lipoproteinaemia appears to follow a simple exponential decay (Soothill and Walton). Presumably, therefore, this represents a situation where a protein is broken down at a rate proportional to its plasma concentration, while little or none is transferred to the extravascular space. This finding differs from earlier studies with labelled beta-lipoprotein (Gitlin et al., 1958) , made at a time when purity of the preparations of this material could not be guaranteed as effectively as now. Clearly, very small amounts of contamination of a rapidly metabolised protein with much more slowly metabolised substances can greatly affect the amounts of radioactivity remaining in the plasma in the later stages of this kind of test. Recently (Cohen and Freeman, 1960) determinations have been made of the ratio of extravascular : plasma masses of the 7S and 19S gammaglobulins; these findings suggest that this ratio is much smaller (or even zero) for proteins of high molecular weight than for 7S gamma-globulin or albumin. EVidently, molecular weight variations between different classes of protein are of importance not only to the biochemist wishing to purify them, but also to the body economy.
Garfield Thomas was for many years interested in the plasma protein changes in liver cirrhosis. It is fitting, therefore, to draw attention to some of the essentials of the findings in cirrhotic patients being disclosed by the work in Birmingham of Dykes (1961) . Comparisons of plasma and ascitic fluid concentrations of such proteins as albumin, gamma globulin, alpha, (high molecular weight) glycoprotein, etc., show that the plasma concentrations exceeds that of the ascitic fluid in each case. The ratio of the concentrations in the two fluids, moreover, is greater the higher the molecular weight. More findings are consistent with the idea that protein reaches the ascitic fluid from the plasma by transfer through the walls of the capillary blood vessels, by diffusion or by ultrafiltration, and that the permeability of these vessels is less for proteins of higher molecular weight. Furthermore the difference between the concentration of, say, albumin in ascitic fluid and in plasma argues in favour of "lymphatic pump" activity as mentioned above. By the kind of quantitative considerations already given, it should be possible to find out the truth in these matters.
Many cirrhotics have considerable hypoalbuminaemia, and it seems reasonable to attempt to relieve the ascites and improve their general condition by replacement therapy. By regular intravenous administration of albumin, the plasma albumin concentration can be maintained at a new level, say at 4 g./IOO ml., as againt 2 g./lOO ml, before treatment. The effect on ascitic fluid concentration is of great interest. Albumin concentrations in the fluid rise, often to an extent sufficient to maintain a constant difference in colloid osmotic pressure between plasma and ascitic fluid, Coincident with this rise, the concentration of other proteins, such as gamma-globulin, also rises in the ascitic fluid, and this change tends to be accompanied by a corresponding fall in plasma gamma globulin. The factor apparently held constant is the ratio :- -the square brackets indicating concentrations. These findings are consistent with the concepts of graded capillary permeability together with non-selective lymphatic return. Apparently the lymphatic pump functions at a rate proportional to the total concentration of protein. These ideas are in line with those put forward (Hardwicke and Squire, 1955) for the passage of proteins from the glomerular capillaries with competitive reabsorption by the cells of the renal tubules. They also occurred with studies on the concentrations of diflerent proteins in oedema fluid, especially those of patients with cardiac failure (Hammond, 1961) .
With this information, a new attitude can be discovered toward the problem of relieving ascites. This stresses the importance of protein movement from ascitic fluid to plasma in complete reabsorption of ascitic fluid. Returning to the patient in whom plasma albumin has been raised by infusions from 2 g./IOO ml. to 4 g./IOO ml., coincidentally, ascitic fluid albumin may have been 1 g./l00 ml. (pretreatment) and about 3 g./IOO ml. during the course of the infusions (maintaining an approximately constant C.O.P. difference as already mentioned). On the diffusion theory, transfer from capillaries pre-treatment would have been proportional to (2-1) and posttreatment to (4-3) i.e., similar. Lymphatic removal, however, would have been proportional to ascitic fluid concentration, i.e., would have risen three-fold following the infusions. It is not difficult to understand that following the infusions, the net movement of albumin may be reversed i.e., from a net increase in ascitic fluid albumin to a net decrease. This example is somewhat over-simplified being couched in terms of a single protein-albumin. As this protein however predominates, it can be seen that a complete consideration would lead to an essentially similar result. (Even if ultrafiltration rather than diffusion controls transfer of protein outward through the capillary wall, the effects of treatment in the example given could be to double the outward movement of albumin while trebling its lymphatic return). In practice, this treatment is successful in rather more than half of the series of patients studied. The causes of failure are more difficult to envisage than the reason for success; in some patients at least, treatment appears to increase portal hypertension and this in turn may exaggerate movement of protein outward through the capillary wall.
A final mention may be made of measurements of albumin break-down rates which in patients of this type may be made before and after correction of hypoalbuminaemia. Before infusions, it was found that albumin catabolism was reduced not only in absolute terms (one might expect a patient with half the normal plasma concentration of albumin to show half the normal breakdown rate) but also in relation to the circulating albumin level. On restoration to normal plasma albumin concentrations the breakdown rate in either absolute or fractional terms became normal. As a first approximation, albumin catabolism (as measured by the labelled albumin method) occurred at a rate proportional to the square of the total plasma albumin concentration. This finding agrees with that already cited for the breakdown rates of albumin in hypoalbuminaemia which in fractional terms fall in concert with falling plasma albumin concentration. At the same time, the principle does not conflict with the double exponential decay of the tracer experiments which are conducted at a steadily maintained plasma albumin concentration. In physiological terms, the cirrhotic patient with restricted powers of albumin synthesis seems to be in part .. protected " by this tendency to reduce breakdown when hypoalbuminaemia supervenes. It is for the biochemist, however, to suggest the underlying basis for this relationship, so far apparently exceptional in relation to plasma protein breakdown.
In summary, there is much to be learned from the study of the metabolism of plasma proteins, each considered as a specific entity. Biochemical techniques and physiological concepts are natural partners. Progress in recent years has been rapid, but enough problems remain for many years' activity in this field. The Twentieth National Meeting of the Association was held in Dublin at University College on Saturday, May 27th. Two sessions for scientific communications were held. In the morning a Symposium on " Acid-Base Balance" was given with the President, Dr. C. P. Stewart, in the Chair.
SYMPOSIUM ON "ACID-BASE BALANCE"
Chairman's Introductory Remarks
C. P. STEWART
In these remarks introducing the speakers in the Symposium on " Acid-Base Balance" I wish to make a plea for the use of chemically correct terminology in describing the mechanisms and disturbances of the "acid-base balance"-itself better considered as the " acid-base ratio."
For long it has been customary among clinicians, physiologists, and even biochemists to equate the terms " base" and" acid" with .. cation" and .. anion" respectively and this practice still persists in spite of a growing tendency to employ modern chemical terminology. This misuse of the term implies a misconception of the basic processes involved in the regulation of the acid-base ratio, and has undoubtedly led to difficulties and even to downright contradictions. Actually, bearing in mind the necessity of maintaining electrical neutrality, it is obvious that on the older terminology there must always be an acidbase balance-the concentration of cations must always equal the concentration of anions.
Possibly as Owen and Robson have pointed out the misuse of the terms acid and base arose from the one-time practice of chemical analysts of expressing the amount of metallic ion present in terms of the metal oxide (then considered to be a base, a substance which reacted with acid to give a salt and water) whilst the corresponding anion, or "acid radicle," was expressed in terms of the acid or its anhydride.
Surely now-some thirty-five years after Lowry (1924) and Bronsted (1926) introduced the general concept of acids and bases-it is time for these older ideas to be discarded in physiology and biochemistry as they have long been by chemists.
Simply, an acid is defined as a hydrogen ion donator; a base as a hydrogen ion acceptor. Hence an acid dissociates to hydrogen ion and a base.
Acid Base
HCl~H+ + Cl- The more readily the acid dissociates, the weaker the base produced; in the Table, the acids are arranged in descending order of strength, and the bases, therefore, in ascending order. It follows that the metallic cations are neither bases nor acids, and that, therefore, such statements as .. loss of sodium from the body leads directly to metabolic acidosis" or .. the alkalosis which occurs after vomiting is due to a relative deficiency of chloride" are meaningless. It is axiomatic that disturbances of the acid-base ratio can result only from the accumulation or loss of acids or bases.
Of these bases listed in the Table, Cl-is too weak under physiological conditions to function effectively as a hydrogen ion acceptor, but the others are strong bases, and are therefore effective components of buffer systems.
